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Moonglow
Bangkok Boy is a heart-rending account of a childhood lost to sexual abuse. Chai
was a normal boy until he was molested by a school teacher, an event which led
him into the hidden world of male prostitution. His story is not only unique but also
offers a shocking insight into the red-light districts of Bangkok and Pattaya. As his
story unfolds you’ll become privy to the distorted logic which Chai used false
justification for his horrible life choices for so long. But paradoxically, it was on the
streets that Chai found redemption and decided to recount his dark past in order to
move on in hope that, by sharing his story, his life would become something of a
lesson to anyone. Beneath all the emotional torment and despair, lies a story of
redemption and struggle to rebuild one’s life. Bangkok Boy is no ordinary book; it is
a story of hope and triumph in the face of adversity.

Up in Honey's Room
Examining possible connections between prophecy and changes in media in the
century after Gutenberg

Plague and the End of Antiquity
Documentation of the plight of European Jews persecuted by the Nazi regime.

Murder in Tranquility Park
In this volume, 12 scholars from various disciplines - have produced a
comprehensive account of the pandemic's origins, spread, and mortality, as well as
its economic, social, political, and religious effects.

Ulysses
As shifting alliances bring secrecy and death to Weeping Water, Dominy faces
threats from her enemy Nadine and from a new arrival in town, while also finding
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her relationships with her boyfriend and her best friend tested.

The Color of Angels
Lucian “Lucky” Spark has been recruited for training by the Establishment, a
totalitarian government. If a recruit fails any level of the violent training
competitions, a family member is brutally killed and the recruit must choose which
one. An undeniable attraction develops between Lucky and another recruit, but
only one of them can survive.

The Culling
Seasoned Italian-American Alberta Scaglione can whip up a traditional dish for any
occasion. But when an impromptu vacation turns deadly, can she sift out the
deadly ingredient? When her granddaughter lands a reporting gig at the grand
opening of the luxurious Icicle Lodge, Alberta and friends tag along for a week of
much-needed R&R amid the snowcapped hills of northeastern Pennsylvania. But
the idyllic winter getaway becomes a nightmare after the gang discovers blood on
the ice—and the dead body of celebrity guest Pamela Gregory, a frosty Olympic
gold medal figure skater who won herself more enemies than fans . . . With a killer
on the loose, multiple suspects, and a blizzard on the way, Alberta must now race
to crack a bone-chilling case . . . before the outspoken Ferrara ladies get served
murder: family style! Includes Italian recipes from Alberta’s kitchen! Praise for
Murder on Memory Lake “Griffo launches a series with something for everyone:
eager young newshounds, well-seasoned sleuths, and a stash of Italian recipes
(some gluten-free) to boot.” —Kirkus Reviews

Murder on Memory Lake
This is a newly revised and updated paperback edition of the former Conservative
Party Treasurer's personal account of his battle over unsubstantiated claims
concerning his business affairs which culminated in a libel action against "The
Times" newspaper. The book reveals the dirty tricks that were used to destabilise
the Conservative Party, including the newspaper's alleged bribery of US
government officials, and the abuse of parliamentary privileges by New Labour
MPs. This is Lord Ashcroft's compelling account of the attacks on his reputation by
New Labour spin-doctors out to slander the Conservative Party and journalists
seeking to create a story. This new edition also sheds new light on Michael
Ashcroft's private life; his childhood and love of Belize, his business career and his
many and varied interests.

Fictitious & Symbolic Creatures in Art with Special Reference
to Their Use in British Heraldry
Demonstrate the nature of culture and its influence on people's lives. For over 40
years, the best-selling Conformity and Conflict has brought together original
readings and cutting edge research alongside classic works as a powerful way to
study human behavior and events. Its readings cover a broad range of theoretical
perspectives and demonstrate basic anthropological concepts. The Fourteenth
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Edition incorporates successful articles from past editions and fresh ideas from the
field to show fascinating perspectives on the human experience. Teaching and
Learning Experience Personalize Learning - MyAnthroLab delivers proven results in
helping students succeed, provides engaging experiences that personalize
learning, and comes from a trusted partner with educational expertise and a deep
commitment to helping students and instructors achieve their goals. Improve
Critical Thinking - Articles, article introductions and review questions encourage
students to examine their assumptions, discern hidden values, evaluate evidence,
assess their conclusions, and more! Engage Students - Section parts, key terms,
maps, a glossary and subject index all spark student interest and illustrate the
reader's main points with examples and visuals from daily life. Support Instructors Teaching your course just got easier! You can create a Customized Text or use our
Instructor's Manual, Electronic “MyTest” Test Bank or PowerPoint Presentation
Slides. Additionally, Conformity and Conflict's part introductions parallel the basic
concepts taught in introductory courses – which allow the book to be used alone as
a reader or in conjunction with a main text. Note: MyAnthroLab does not come
automatically packaged with this text. To purchase MyAnthroLab, please visit
www.MyAnthroLab.com or you can purchase a valuepack of the text +
MyAnthroLab (at no additional cost): VP ISBN-10: 0205176011/ISBN-13:
9780205176014

Caged Boy Sings
"A clear and comprehensive guide to the religious and secular life of the GreekAmerican community," including naming a baby, planning a baptism, observing
name days, baking communion bread, buying popular Greek music, what to say (in
Greek) on special occasions, and much more.

Between Boyfriends
After accumulating an exhaustive amount of data during his years of deeply
immersive global travel experiences, Charles J. Wolfe presents the sacred
application of geometry and numerology as the divine map to humankind's
enlightenment process throughout the millennia. What feels at first like science
fiction is actually science-fact backed up by over 700 documented sources as well
as other forms of validation that draw upon his engineering and physics
backgrounds. While exploring many of the world's most fascinating events and
mysteries in a way that enchants the reader, Wolfe discusses concepts like infinity,
eternity, and human consciousness and spirituality using language understandable
for the novice while still challenging the expert. A whirlwind adventure through the
cosmos and history, this book unveils a secret architecture of numbers that could
very well revolutionize the study of numerology and breathe new life into the
subject. The 11:11 Code: The Great Awakening by the Numbers provides a deeper
understanding of the creative spirit of the universe, how everything is connected,
and what it all means in terms of The Great Awakening already underway.

The Legendeer: Warriors of the Raven
Based on an innovative blend of Kabbalah and magic, a step-by-step program
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toward spiritual attainment guides readers through each level of the the Golden
Dawn system of ritual magic and its corresponding sphere in the Kabbalah Tree of
Life. Original. 10,000 first printing.

Unwelcome
Louisiana, 2065. A lot has changed in the 43rd year of the Kurian Order. Possessed
of an unnatural and legendary hunger, the bloodthirsty Reapers have come to
Earth to establish a New Order built on the harvesting of enslaved human souls.
They rule the planet. They thrive on the scent of fear. And if it is night, as sure as
darkness, they will come. On this pitiless world, the indomitable spirit of mankind
still breathes in Lieutenant David Valentine. Brought into the special forces of The
Wolves—an elite guerilla force sworn to win back Earth—this is Valentine’s first
command in the Kurian Zone. Driven by the losses of his past and the hope of a
future, Valentine is in it to win. No matter how long it takes. No matter what doom
of fate awaits him beyond his wildest nightmares. Fight. Kill. Survive. This is the
way of The Wolves. “If The Red Badge of Courage had been written by H.P.
Lovecraft.”—Paul Witcover, author of Waking Beauty

Sunblind
Alberta Scaglione and her twentysomething granddaughter, Jinx, love to spend
time—and solve crime—together . . . Ever since Alberta Scaglione inherited her
spinster aunt’s Cape Cod cottage, she’s been enjoying the good life in Tranquility,
New Jersey, with her black cat, Lola. But since things are mostly quiet in this town,
she finds other things to do—like joining Jinx for morning jogs in Tranquility Park.
She has to do something to stay healthy, as long as it doesn’t involve Jinx’s
healthful tofu sausages and gluten-free pasta. But when they stumble across a
treehouse hidden in the trees, and a dead body underneath it, they take a detour
into solving a murder. Now the Ferrara ladies will have to exercise extreme caution
to avoid a permanent decline in their health . . . Includes Italian recipes from
Alberta’s kitchen!

The Anatomy of Fascism
Balthasar Hearne, a Darkborn to whom sunlight is fatal, harbors twins born of a
Darkborn fugitive, but when the woman's fiance comes for the sons, Hearne is
drawn into political intrigue, while his wife, Telmaine, tries to hide her healing
powers.

Unafraid
THE STORY: The home of the Blackwoods near a Vermont village is a lonely,
ominous abode, and Constance, the young mistress of the place, can't go out of
the house without being insulted and stoned by the villagers. They have also
composed a nasty s

Darkborn
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What is fascism? By focusing on the concrete: what the fascists did, rather than
what they said, the esteemed historian Robert O. Paxton answers this question for
the first time. From the first violent uniformed bands beating up “enemies of the
state,” through Mussolini’s rise to power, to Germany’s fascist radicalization in
World War II, Paxton shows clearly why fascists came to power in some countries
and not others, and explores whether fascism could exist outside the earlytwentieth-century European setting in which it emerged. "A deeply intelligent and
very readable book. . . . Historical analysis at its best." –The Economist The
Anatomy of Fascism will have a lasting impact on our understanding of modern
European history, just as Paxton’s classic Vichy France redefined our vision of
World War II. Based on a lifetime of research, this compelling and important book
transforms our knowledge of fascism–“the major political innovation of the
twentieth century, and the source of much of its pain.”

The Jewish Refugee
Dominy, turned into a werewolf by a witch's curse, decides to harness her power
and fight the enemy that is threatening her family.

The Technological Society
Argues that religion was not the catalyst to the Thirty Years War, but one element
in a mix of political, social, and dynastic forces that fed the conflict that ultimately
transformed the map of the modern world.

Everyday Stalinism
Lesson 2: The people we love most may be the ones we know least. . . Archangel
Academy is more than a school to Michael Howard. Within its majestic buildings
and serene English grounds, he's found friends, new love, and a place that feels
more like home than Nebraska ever did. But the most important gift of Archangel
Academy is immortality. . . Life as a just-made vampire is challenging for Michael,
even with Ronan, an experienced vamp, to guide him. Michael's abilities are still
raw and unpredictable. To add to the turmoil, the ancient feud between rival
vampire species is sending ripples of discord through the school. And beneath the
new headmaster's charismatic front lies a powerful and very personal agenda. Yet
the mysteries lurking around the Academy pale in comparison to the secrets
emerging from Michael's past. And choosing the wrong person to trust—or to
love—could lead to an eternity of regret. . . Michael Griffo is an award-winning
writer and one of six playwrights whose career will be tracked by
WritersInsight.com until 2010. He is a graduate of New York University, has studied
at Playwrights Horizons and Gotham Writers Workshop, and has written several
screenplays.

Dear Teen Me
An illustrated volume by John Vinycomb, €Fictitious & Symbolic Creatures in
Art€features chapters on the use of dragons in Christian art and Royal Heraldry as
well as other creatures (the Hydra and crocodiles) that have similar characteristics
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to the dragon.

Wings of the Wicked
SHADOW OF THE MINOTAUR, VAMPYR LEGION and WARRIORS OF THE RAVEN are
computer games that open the gateway between our own world and the realm of
myth and legend, with heroes and monsters, daring deeds and narrow escapes,
triumphs and tragedies. Over the course of three exhilarating novels, our hero
Phoenix escapes the workaday ordeal of his own life in order to face the evil
Gamesmaster - not once, but three times. Every time he goes back he risks all as
the stakes become increasingly higher, and he learns the Gamesmaster's
merciless power knows no bounds. As he approaches his final conflict, the journey
becomes heartstopping. Our future depends on his . . .

Dirty Politics, Dirty Times
Provides the final report of the 9/11 Commission detailing their findings on the
September 11 terrorist attacks.

Fire Me Up
NEW EDITION In this raw and oftentimes brutal experimental memoir, Cameron
Beyrent paints a vivid landscape of mental illness as he recounts the terrifying
reactions he had to the pills meant to cure it. Caged Boy Sings is a mind-altering,
stiletto-throwing, unmedicated look inside the brain of author Cameron Beyrent. As
the story of Caged Boy Sings goes off the rails right out of the gate, the narrative
dips into universes filled with characters that you never expected to meet--rent
boys, mental patients, strippers, 20-somethings and more. The line between fiction
and nonfiction is frequently challenged as the author guides the reader throughout
the fragments of his imagination, searching for the shattered pieces of the truth
throughout the rooms of his mind. Caged Boy Sings is a book about the misplaced
losers who are constantly wondering about who they're supposed to be--and the
unsung heroes who were put here to help us piece together the puzzle of our
identities. Portions of this book were originally published online and in literary
magazines under the moniker "Caged Boy Sings."

Bangkok Boy
"I hold this book to be the most important expression which the present age has
found; it is a book to which we are all indebted, and from which none of us can
escape." T.S. Eliot Ulysses depicts a day in Leopold Bloom’s life, broken into
episodes analogous to Homer’s Odyssey and related in rich, varied styles. Joyce’s
novel is celebrated for its depth of learning, earthy humor, literary allusions and
piercing insight into the human heart. First published in Paris in 1922 Ulysses was
not published in the United States until 1934. Immediately recognized as an
extraordinary work that both echoed the history of English literature and took it in
new, unheralded directions, Joyce’s book was controversial. Its widespread release
was initially slowed by censors nitpicking a few passages. The novel is challenging,
in that it is an uncommon reader who will perceive all that Joyce has put into his
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pages upon first reading, but it is uniquely rewarding for anyone willing to follow
where the author leads. Far more than a learned exercise in literary skill, Ulysses
displays a sense of humor that ranges from delicate to roguish as well as
sequences of striking beauty and emotion. Chief among the latter must be the
novel’s climactic stream of consciousness step into the mind of the protagonist’s
wife, Molly Bloom, whose open-hearted acceptance of life and love is among the
most memorable and moving passages in English literature. With an eye-catching
new cover, and professionally typeset manuscript, this edition of Ulysses is both
modern and readable.

Codex Orféo
Life as the Preliator is harder than Ellie ever imagined. Balancing real life with the
responsibility of being Heaven's warrior is a challenge for Ellie. Her relationship
with Will has become all business, though they both long for each other. And now
that the secret of who she really is has come out, so have Hell's strongest reapers.
Grown bold and more vicious, the demonic threaten her in the light of day and
stalk her in the night. She's been warned. Cadan, a demonic reaper, comes to her
with information about Bastian's new plan to destroy Ellie's soul and use an ancient
relic to wake all the souls of the damned and unleash them upon humanity. As she
fights to stay ahead of Bastian's schemes, the revelations about those closest to
her awaken a dark power within Ellie that threatens to destroy
everything—including herself. She'll be betrayed. Treachery comes even from
those whom she loves, and Ellie is broken by the deaths of those who stood beside
her in this Heavenly war. Still, she must find a way to save the world, herself, and
her love for Will. If she fails, there will be Hell to pay.

We Have Always Lived in the Castle
The Legendeer opens the gateway between our world and the world of the myths,
between triumph and tragedy. The Gamesmaster almost has us at his mercy.
Twice before fourteen-year-old Phoenix has battled against him in Shadow of the
Minotaur and Vampyr Legion, but Warriors of the Raven is the game at its most
complex and deadly level. Set in the world of Norse myth, Phoenix enters the
arena for the final conflict. Join him in Asgard to fight Loki, the Mischief-maker, the
terrifying Valkyries, dragons and fire demons - and hope for victory. Our future
depends on him. The Legendeer is more than just a game. Play it if you dare.

Way of The Wolf
In this sharp, entertaining, wry-but-tender debut, Michael Salvatore follows one
man's search for the perfect boyfriend in a hilariously imperfect world. Single,
slightly neurotic Steven Bartholomew Ferrante loves his sharp-tongued, loyal
friends, his chaotic job as producer for the daytime soap If Tomorrow Never Comes,
and his crazy Sicilian mother, not necessarily in that order. Yet at thirty-three, his
life is a little like the peppermint mocha coffee drinks that are his favorite
indulgence--fun, frothy, but only superficially satisfying. Four years after his
boyfriend kicked him to the curb, Steven is still trying to find a replacement.
There's been no shortage of casual couplings and one night (or less) stands, but
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while other body parts are catered to, his heart wants something more. Someone
to share sexy Sunday mornings and shopping trips to buy unnecessary kitchen
appliances. Someone he can trade knowing smiles with while dishing dirt with his
crew at their favorite Chelsea haunts. Somebody to love. And maybe he's finally
found it. Because if Steven's learned one thing from If Tomorrow Never Comes, it's
that every storyline has its twists--and the beauty of living spoiler-free is that you
never know who's waiting in the wings. . . "Outrageous and over the top, Between
Boyfriends is the ultimate roller-coaster ride of the highs and lows of dating and
mating." --Drew Ferguson, author of The Screwed-Up Life of Charlie The Second
"Sexy, funny and drama-filled!" --Michael Thomas Ford, author of The Road Home
Michael Salvatore is an award-winning writer and one of six playwrights whose
career will be tracked by WritersInsight.com until 2010. He is a graduate of New
York University, has studied at Playwrights Horizons and Gotham Writers
Workshop, and has written several screenplays.

Printing and Prophecy
Explore shattering ethical, political and practical quagmires in this gripping
ecological thriller. A tense plot deals with devastating scientific, secret intelligence
and geopolitical issues. “You alright, Professor?” Mal asked in a whisper. “Yeah, I’ll
be alright.” World renowned ecologist, UCLA Professor David Lev, aged 84, has just
begun a contemporary odyssey. From delivering a plenary address on climate
change at the Rio+20 UN Summit, he must prevail on a journey through sub-zero
hurricane-force gales, impenetrable bogs and twelve foot drifts of ice in the forests
of Belarus. Along the way, Lev’s journey directs us to consider such profound
questions as: Are we our Brother’s Keeper? What are the ethical limits of science?
And, finally, at what price, glory? It is not only Lev’s story that is the key to this
page-turner but also an account from the days of World War II and the Holocaust,
which hinges on survival. A constellation of richly nuanced, deeply drawn
characters whose enmeshed lives and unique circumstances speak with
resonance, melancholy, inspiration and unrelenting drama are all part of this
complex and thought-provoking novel - including cutting-edge biochemist Dr
Taman Chernichevsky. What has he discovered?

The Thirty Years War
Aisling Grey is back-and in more trouble than ever. She thought being a courier
would be easy. It's not. She thought being a Guardian would come naturally. It
doesn't. She thought she could get out of being a wyvern's mate. She can't. And
she never thought she'd be irresistible to men. But she is.

The 11
."..He goes through one human activity after another and shows how it has been
technicized, rendered efficient, and diminished in the process."- Harper's Magazine

The Legendeer Trilogy
The boarding school known as Archangel Academy possesses a legacy of secrets
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known only to a privileged few. For in this peaceful, charming part of England lives
a population of vampires at war with one another--and Michael Howard is caught in
the middle of it all. . . When Michael left his small Nebraska hometown to enroll at
Archangel Academy, he couldn't have imagined how much the experience would
change him. Once mortal, Michael is now a vampire with a destiny that was
foretold long ago, and a group of friends with their own mysterious abilities. But
there are enemies too, some of them hiding in plain sight. Being strong enough to
defend himself isn't enough. Michael must find a way to protect his entire race of
vampires. Dark forces within the school will drive everyone to take sides in the
escalating violence. And for all his new powers, Michael will discover that love,
jealousy, and vengeance have a danger all their own. . .

The 9/11 Commission Report
This text looks at the symbolism of the senses which animated the cosmos before
the modern scientific view of the world came to dominate, revealing the gender
politics behind such sensory constructs as the male gaze and the female touch.

Conformity and Conflict
For Alberta Scaglione, her golden years are turning out much more differently than
she expected—and much more deadly . . . Alberta Scaglione’ s spinster aunt had
some secrets—like the fortune she squirreled away and a secret lake house in
Tranquility, New Jersey. More surprising: she’s left it all to Alberta. Alberta, a
widow, is no spring chicken and she’s gotten used to disappointment. So having a
beautiful view, surrounded by hydrangeas, honeysuckle, and her cat, Lola, sounds
blissful after years of yelling and bickering and cooking countless lasagnas. But
Tranquility isn’t as peaceful as it sounds. There’s a body in the water—and it
belongs to Alberta’s childhood nemesis. Alberta suspects foul play and when
Alberta’s estranged granddaughter, an aspiring crime reporter, shows up, it only
makes sense for them to team up and investigate . . . Includes Italian recipes from
Alberta’s kitchen!

Unnatural
From the author of the acclaimed Archangel Academy vampire trilogy comes a
stunning new series about a girl determined to defy her fate--and reclaim her
future. . . Something strange is going on with Dominy Robineau. All her friends in
Weeping Water, Nebraska, have noticed--and it's way beyond teenage blues. As
weeks pass, Dom grows consumed by anger, aggression, and violence, and she
seems powerless to stop it. Then she turns sixteen, and things get really
dangerous. When her best friend is murdered, Dominy's father is compelled to
reveal the truth behind the darkness that threatens to both overtake and empower
her. Her boyfriend, Caleb, swears they'll find a way to change her destiny. But
others are hiding secrets too, and gifts that are far more terrifying than hers. And
even as she struggles to control her new abilities, Dom must contend with an
enemy who wants her to use the beast within to destroy all those she loves, before
she destroys herself. . .
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A Guide to Greek Traditions and Customs in America
In a crucial shift within posthumanistic media studies, Bernhard Siegert dissolves
the concept of media into a network of operations that reproduce, displace,
process, and reflect the distinctions fundamental for a given culture. Cultural
Techniques aims to forget our traditional understanding of media so as to redefine
the concept through something more fundamental than the empiricist study of a
medium’s individual or collective uses or of its cultural semantics or aesthetics.
Rather, Siegert seeks to relocate media and culture on a level where the
distinctions between object and performance, matter and form, human and
nonhuman, sign and channel, the symbolic and the real are still in the process of
becoming. The result is to turn ontology into a domain of all that is meant in
German by the word Kultur. Cultural techniques comprise not only self-referential
symbolic practices like reading, writing, counting, or image-making. The analysis of
artifacts as cultural techniques emphasizes their ontological status as “inbetweens,” shifting from firstorder to second-order techniques, from the technical
to the artistic, from object to sign, from the natural to the cultural, from the
operational to the representational. Cultural Techniques ranges from seafaring,
drafting, and eating to the production of the sign-signaldistinction in old and new
media, to the reproduction of anthropological difference, to the study of trompel’oeils, grids, registers, and doors. Throughout, Siegert addresses fundamental
questions of how ontological distinctions can be replaced by chains of operations
that process those alleged ontological distinctions within the ontic. Grounding
posthumanist theory both historically and technically, this book opens up a crucial
dialogue between new German media theory and American postcybernetic
discourses.

Starfall
In the town of Eden in northwestern England stands the exclusive boarding school
known as Archangel Academy. Ancient and imposing, it's a place filled with
secrets. Just like its students. . . For Michael Howard, being plucked from his
Nebraska hometown and sent thousands of miles away is as close as he's ever
come to a miracle. In Weeping Water, he felt trapped, alone. At Archangel
Academy, Michael belongs. And in Ciaran, Penry, and especially Ciaran's enigmatic
half-brother Ronan, Michael finds friendship deeper than he's ever known. But
Michael's only beginning to understand what makes the Academy so special.
Ronan is a vampire--part of a hybrid clan who are outcasts even among other
vampires. Within the Academy's confines exists a ruthless world of deadly rivalries
and shifting alliances, of clandestine love and forbidden temptations. And soon
Michael will confront the destiny that brought him here--and a danger more
powerful than he can imagine. . . Michael Griffo is an award-winning writer and one
of six playwrights whose career will be tracked by WritersInsight.com until 2010.
He is a graduate of New York University, has studied at Playwrights Horizons and
Gotham Writers Workshop, and has written several screenplays.

Kabbalah, Magic, and the Great Work of Self-transformation
A collection of advice and reflections by young adult authors who reveal personal
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experiences from their teen years shares recommendations on topics ranging from
abuse and relationships to bullying and body issues.

Murder at Icicle Lodge
Here is a pioneering account of everyday life under Stalin, written by one of the
foremost authorities on modern Russian history. Focusing on urban areas, the book
is an eye-opening account of day-to-day life in the blighted urban landscape of
1930's Russia

Cultural Techniques
The odd thing about Walter Schoen, German born but now running a butcher shop
in Detroit, he's a dead ringer for Heinrich Himmler, head of the SS and the
Gestapo. They even share the same birthday. Honey Deal, Walter's American wife,
doesn't know that Walter is a member of a spy ring that sends U.S. war production
data to Germany and gives shelter to escaped German prisoners of war. But she's
tired of telling him jokes he doesn't understand—it's time to get a divorce. Along
comes Carl Webster, the hot kid of the Marshals Service. He's looking for Jurgen
Schrenk, a former Afrika Korps officer who escaped from a POW camp in
Oklahoma. Carl's pretty sure Walter's involved with keeping Schrenk hidden, so
Carl gets to know Honey, hoping she'll take him to Walter. Carl then meets Vera
Mezwa, the nifty Ukrainian head of the spy ring who's better looking than Mata
Hari, and her tricky lover Bohdan with the Buster Brown haircut and a sly way of
killing. Honey's a free spirit; she likes the hot kid marshal and doesn't much care
that he's married. But all Carl wants is to get Jurgen Schrenk without getting shot.
And then there's Otto—the Waffen-SS major who runs away with a nice Jewish girl.
It's Elmore Leonard's world—gritty, funny, and full of surprises.
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